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 MORTGAGE MARKET BAROMETER 
Residential Mortgage Market remains a comfortable 

place, but it no longer seems to be a strong growth area 
Like the property market to which it is directly linked, the mortgage lending 
market remains a very comfortable place to be, with significantly elevated 
levels of lending compared with the lows of 2009, and sharply lower bad debt 
levels since those days. 

However, with interest rates moving in a “sideways-to-higher” direction, a 
stagnant looking economy as 2015 gets under way, and no further meaningful 
improvement in mortgage loan affordability on the residential side, it is 
perhaps not surprising that further growth in new residential mortgage lending 
had been slowing as 2014 drew to a close.  

KEY POINTS 

 SARS transfer duty revenue data has been pointing to slowing growth in 
the property market in recent times, and SARB 4th Quarter data regarding 
mortgage loans granted appears to confirm the slowing growth trend. 

  Growth in new mortgage loans granted (residential and commercial 
included) has tapered from a year-on-year peak of 58.5% in February 2014 to 
18.7% as at December 2014, and both Commercial and Residential Mortgages 
have contributed to this broad slowdown in growth. 

 The slowing mortgage lending growth is hardly surprising, given that 
interest rates are on a “sideways-to-higher” trajectory, and economic growth in 
2014 slowed for the 3rd consecutive year to a snails pace of 1.5%. This economic 
environment doesn’t appear conducive to strong mortgage lending growth rates 
following the “upward normalization” of lending levels since the lows of the 
2008/9 recession. 

 Despite weak economic fundamentals underpinning growth in new 
mortgage lending, the Big 4 banks’ bad debt ratios continued to improve in 2014, 
with the start of the declining trend in these ratios dating back to2010. We 
believe that the “cleaning up” of their bad debts has gradually encouraged the 
banks to take slightly more risk in the area of residential mortgage lending. 

 A mildly higher risk appetite by banks as a group appears to be visible in 
mortgage originator Ooba’s data, which continues to show a rising trend in 
banks’ “effective residential mortgage approval rates”, a broad upward trend 
that started back in 2010. 

 In addition, Ooba data hints at banks starting to be more competitive on 
pricing of home loans in recent months, with the average differential above prime 
rate on new home loans having declined mildly. 

 But despite an apparent increase in banks’ “lending appetite”, once 
again slowing growth the FNB Estate Agent Residential Activity Rating, and a 
SARB Leading Business Cycle Indicator stuck in negative territory, suggest that 
we should not expect any strong resurgence in new residential mortgage lending 
in the near term. 



 

IN RECENT TIMES, RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE LENDING HAS LOOKED LESS AND LESS LIKE A 
GROWTH SECTOR. 

The early-2015 promise of sizeable benefits for the economy, and indirectly for the property and mortgage markets, 
from a sharp drop in oil prices appears to be fading, as a myriad of structural constraints and low non-oil 
commodity prices work against the positives that could potentially emanate from oil. 

It would thus appear less and less likely that we 
will see any meaningful growth in new 
mortgage lending in the near term, with our 
host of property market and mortgage market 
numbers generally pointing to a growth 
slowdown starting late last year. Growth in 
transfer duty revenue, a good relatively up to 
date indicator of transaction value growth 
trends in the overall property market, has 
slowed noticeably from a high of 49.4% year-
on-year as at January 2014, to 7.9% in January 
2015. 

Trends in growth in the value of mortgage loan 
payouts more often than not tend to track the 

direction of transfer duty revenue with a small lag. And so, after a high of 52.6% year-on-year growth in the value 
of mortgage loans paid out (includes residential and commercial) for the 3 months up to and including March 
2014, this growth slowed to 29.9% for the 3 months to November 2014 before a December jump to 38.9%.  

However, despite that late-2014 jump in mortgage loan payout growth, the still slower pace of January transfer 
duty revenue suggests that there is more slowdown to come in mortgage loan payouts. So does the slowing pace of 
total new mortgage loans granted. 

The slowing pace of year-on-year growth in the 
value of mortgage loans granted also suggests 
that growth in loan payouts should taper further 
in the near term. 

The mortgage market has seen 2 growth surges 
since the passing of the 2008/9 recession, one 
around 2010 in response to aggressive interest 
rate cutting by the SARB in late-2008/2009, and 
the 2nd surge starting up around 2012/13. 

However, since a year-on-year growth peak of 
58.5% in February 2014, the rate in loans 
granted growth has tapered steadily to 18.7% as 
at December 2014.  

A few possible reasons can be offered for this 
slowing growth. Firstly, the cause may merely 

be base effects, with the level of lending surely approaching what can be seen as “normal” relative to the size of 
our economy. Previously, lenders and borrowers alike may have been “holding back” to an abnormal degree, 
given the pain that many had suffered in terms of bad debt following the 2008/9 “Financial Crisis”.. 

Apart from a possible normalization in the level of borrowing being nearer to completion, the reality is that 
economic growth has slowed for 3 consecutive years to a very weak 1.5% by 2014, constraining household income 
growth, and early signals are that 2015 has started indifferently too. In addition, interest rates rose slightly last 
year, perhaps taking some of “the edge” away, and although we do not believe that further interest rate hiking is 
imminent, certainly the bulk of the talk is around future rate hiking, with few entertaining the possibility of cutting 
at this stage. 
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Given all of this, we probably shouldn’t be surprised to see that growth in the mortgage market has been tapering 
off in recent times. 

SARB New Mortgages Granted data split shows Residential Mortgages to be the “weaker growth link” 
The SARB does provide a Commercial vs Residential split in the value of mortgage loans granted, and from this we 
can see that both sectors have been contributing to the broad slowing in growth, although at 2.8% year-on-year 
growth by December 2014, it appears to be the Residential Sector which is the weaker of the two major mortgage 
sectors. During the 2nd post-recession mortgage lending surge, the growth in value of new residential mortgages 
granted peaked at 28.7% in August 2013, before the gradual broad tapering started. 

 

NCR (National Credit Regulator) data showed a similar 
picture of slowing growth through 2014, with growth in 
mortgage credit granted to households having peaked at 
22.9% year-on-year in the 1st quarter of 2014, and 
thereafter slowing to 7.35% by the 3rd quarter of the 
year.   
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SO WHAT  DO MORTGAGE LENDERS DO IN 2015? PROBABLY INCREASE CREDIT APPETITE 
GRADUALLY FURTHER 

Normally banks can’t make a growth trend go in a different direction to what the “market” or the economy 
dictates, but they often influence the magnitude of growth to varying degrees at varying stages.  

Having become used to a significant rate of 
growth in new mortgage lending in the not too 
distant past, one would expect that key decision 
makers in mortgage lending institutions would 
be keen to have similar growth rates continue. 
They would not necessarily want to take on too 
much risk, something that burnt them in the 
boom years of last decade, but they are 
probably looking in the “rear view mirror” and 
seeing a recent picture of very low non-
performing loans. “Recency Bias”, a common 
human cognitive bias, suggests that the recent 
past will have a bigger influence in shaping 
these lenders’ perceptions of levels of risk in the 
market than would the more distant past. The 
likely net result is that mortgage lenders will 

continue to gradually increase risk appetite in 2015, as well as to become more competitive on their home loan 
pricing. 

Indeed, various data from major mortgage originator, Ooba, hint that this is the case.  

Banking sector home loan approval rates remain on a gradual rising trend 

Given a rather flat economy, which is unlikely 
to meaningfully boost the creditworthiness in 
the Household Sector, recent Ooba data 
continuing to show further increase in banking 
sector approval rates is believed to reflect 
ongoing gradual relaxation in lending criteria 
by the banking sector.  

The “Effective Approval Rate” has broadly 
risen from a 57.3% post-recession low for the 3 
months up to an including May 2010 (we use a 
3-month moving average for smoothing 
purposes), to 69.2% for the 3 months up to 
February 2015.The 69.2% is slightly higher 
than the January 3-month average of 68.3% 

 

Required home loan deposits are well off 2009 highs, but the average Loan-to-Purchase Price Ratio has not 
gone “through the roof” 

Despite the apparently greater willingness of banks to take risk in residential mortgage lending, at the current time 
there remains little to suggest that their mortgage  lending stances are “overly aggressive yet”, although they need 
to be mindful of the fact that many borrower financial frailties are masked in times of abnormally low interest rates 
such as these. 

In terms of home loan applications that go to banks through Ooba, the average required deposit on a home loan 
averaged 14.4% of the home purchase price for the 3 months up to and including February 2015. This is sharply 
lower than the 23.7% peak reached in August 2009, not long after banks as a group had gone through major credit 
appetite adjustments following the pain of the interest rate hiking cycle from 2006 to mid-2008. 
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However, since around mid-2013, the broad trend appears to have been more sideways than downward with 
regard to this percentage, suggesting that banks have not been aggressively raising Loan-to-Value ratios over the 
past 2 years, following a prior noticeable adjustment. In fact, our own analysis using deeds data property 
transactions by individuals shows the average loan-to-purchase prices receding somewhat from 0.9 as at the 2nd 
quarter of 2012 to 0.89 by the 1st quarter of 2014 to date. 

 

It would appear likely, therefore, that the banking sector may still feel comfortable with increasing its risk appetite 
through 2015, given that it appears to be far from “aggressive” when it comes to the current lending stance. 

As the mortgage lending environment becomes more competitive, home loan pricing appears to be coming under 
some mildly increased downward  pressure? 

Our belief that the banking sector wishes to take a little more risk in the residential mortgage sector may be 
gradually being confirmed in the area of home loan pricing.  

Ooba data suggests that the home loans market 
may be reaching a level of competition where 
the average effective home loan interest rate 
differential above Prime Rate is starting decline 
gradually, following a prior broad sideways 
movement through much of 2013 and 2014. 

Prior to the property and mortgage market 
slump in 2008, big discounts below Prime Rate 
were almost the norm in the industry, with Ooba 
reporting an average discount below Prime 
Rate of -1.53 percentage points back in mid-
2007, using a smoothed 3-month moving 
average data series.  

A lack of profitability in the industry at those 
discounted levels led to a large-scale “upward 

re-pricing” of the home loans market to where the average effective home loan interest rate was +0.68 of a 
percentage point by the 3 months to July 2012. From then on this average differential above Prime Rate average 
moved broadly sideways (bar a temporary dip in 2012) until mid-2014. However, of late there have been signs of a 
decline, with the 3-month moving average down from +0.59 of a percentage point above Prime in the 3 months to 
August 2014 to +0.42 of a percentage point by the 3 months to February 2015. 
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Home loan “cancellation” risk may be rising gradually, but appears far from troublesome  
Due to the significant administrative costs of placing a home loan on the books of a bank, early settlement and 
cancellation of a home loan can erode profitability of lending institutions. This was very much the case back prior 
to 2008 in the boom years, where frequency of home loan cancellation was heightened by a far higher frequency of 
properties being transacted, as well as a higher portion of existing home loan clients  being “switched” from one 
bank to another. 

Currently, the frequency of homes being 
transacted remains low compared to the crazy 
highly-speculative boom days. We have 
developed one proxy for such “cancellation 
risk” by using Deeds data to examine what 
percentage of homes sold in any month were 
last bought within 2 years prior to this sale. As 
at August 2006, a high of 32.96% of homes were 
identified as having been bought within 2 years 
prior to that month, a reflection of the property 
mania that gripped the country at the time, and 
there existed much high frequency speculative 
activity as well  as a strong desire to sell and 
upgrade properties.  

By comparison, the post-recession period from 
2009 onward has seen a far greater percentage of people “staying put” for longer, and the percentage of homes 
being sold within 2 years of last being bought remained fairly moderate at 9.72% by February 2015. This does’ 
however, reflect a marginal rise from a 7.65% low reached in June 2012. 

Although the data is volatile, it is possible that 
the risk emanating from greater levels of 
switching of home loans between banks has 
increased.  

Using Deeds data, we estimate that in the 1st 
Quarter of 2015 to date, 9.7% of total bond 
registrations were “switched” bonds from one 
bank to another. To smooth the data, we use a 
4-quarter moving average, which shows an 
elevated level of switching compared to the 
2012 levels, but a lower level than the early-
2014 percentage. 

While it is therefore tough to currently ascertain 
which way switching is moving, the recent levels 
remain significantly below the 14.3% peak 
reached in the 2nd quarter of 2008 just as the 
boom was drawing to a close. 

Moderately increased cancellation risk since 
around 2009 is perhaps witnessed in the SARB 
mortgage data showing the pace of the total 
value of annualized capital repayments as a 
percentage of the value of mortgage loans 
outstanding (includes commercial mortgages 
but residential dominated) having risen to 
15.3% by the 12 months to December 2014, 
from a lowly 6.8% in mid-2009. But the level 
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remains far lower than the boom time peak of 37.7% in May 2007.  

Therefore, our set of  “home loan cancellation risk” indicators don’t show an apparent high level of such risk at 
present.  

Bond affordability trending broadly sideways since 2012   
Bond affordability has been trending broadly sideways since 2012, after a sharp improvement from 2008 to 2011.  

Our estimate of home loan affordability takes 
the average estimated bond amount, utilizing 
deeds data, and calculates the Installment Value 
on the Average Value Bond (at Prime 
Rate)/Average Employee Remuneration Ratio 
Index. 

As at the 3rd quarter of 2014 (4th quarter 
employee remuneration data unavailable), this 
affordability index was -42.7% lower (more 
affordable) than the boom time peak of “in-
affordability” reached in the final quarter of 
2007. 

However, the huge affordability improvement 
took place from 2008 to 2011, Thereafter, the trend has been more sideways, with the 3rd quarter 2014 index level 
being a marginal +2.7% higher (less affordable) than it was at the beginning of 2012. 

A mild deterioration in the affordability index took place in the 1st 2 quarters of 2014, due to a combination of 
interest rate hikes and a dip in employee remuneration growth due to major strike action earlier last year. 

Since then, interest rate hiking has been put on hold, and employee remuneration growth has “normalized”. It thus 
looks likely that average bond affordability will move more or less sideways in the near term, with average bond 
value inflation recently around 6-7% by both the Ooba and our deeds data measures, while average employee 
remuneration growth in the 3rd quarter of 2014 “normalized” to 6.95%, a very similar percentage.  
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DECLINE IN REAL VALUE OF HOUSEHOLD MORTGAGE DEBT OUTSTANDING LOOKS SET TO 
CONTINUE IN THE NEAR TERM 

New mortgage sales growth in recent years has been insufficient to drive growth in the total value of mortgage debt 
back into positive real growth territory. 

 As at the final quarter of 2014, year-on-year growth in value of total Household Sector Mortgages Outstanding 
(includes commercial properties mortgaged by households but residential dominates) grew year-on-year at 2.3%. 
Constraining the rate of growth in total mortgage debt outstanding is that huge number of boom time loans that are 
being paid down over time, which offsets the growth in recent new lending, given that current volumes and values 
of mortgage lending remain well below the peak levels of the pre-2008 boom (which is a good thing) despite recent 
growth.  

These slow growth rates in the value of total mortgage debt outstanding remain below consumer price inflation, 
implying that the value of the overall household mortgage debt burden continues to decline in real terms, to the 
tune of -2.8% year-on-year in the final quarter of last year. This downward real correction has been in place for 
most of the time since late-2008. 

The total cumulative decline in the real value of the Household  Sector Mortgage Debt Outstanding (Using PCE 
deflators to adjust to real terms) since the peak in early-2008 has been -15.3%. 

 

With Average Formal Sector Employee Remuneration and overall Household Sector Disposable Income growth 
outstripping consumer price inflation for much of the post-boom period, the decline in the size of the Household 
Sector Mortgage Debt relative to Disposable Income has been even more significant than it has relative to 
consumer prices. From a 49.2% peak early in 2008 the Household Mortgage Debt-to-Disposable Income Ratio has 
declined to 36.1% by the 4th quarter of 2014.  

One “relative” correction that looks to be just about complete, however, is the percentage of Household Mortgage 
Debt relative to overall debt, with a most recent 58.5% of the total Household Debt amount seemingly down and 
back into line with the 62.4% of total debt recorded back early last decade in 2001, just prior to the boom time rise. 
From here on it would appear than the ratio of mortgage to non-mortgage credit won’t decline too much more, but 
both forms of credit are expected to decline a little further as a percentage of disposable income, and we anticipate 
some further decline in the Overall Household Debt-to-Disposable Income Ratio. 
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CONCLUSION – BANKS SEEM TO BE LOOKING TO BE MORE COMPETITIVE, BUT THE ECONOMY 
APPEARS AGAINST ANY SIGNIFICANT MORTGAGE GROWTH RECOVERY 

While we expect mortgage lenders as a group to gradually increase their credit appetite further, as well as be 
mildly more competitive on home loan pricing, it would not appear that any “fireworks” are coming our way in 
terms of new mortgage lending growth, with a weak economy still working very much against this. 

The Residential Mortgage Market continued its growth slowdown during the final quarter of 2014, in terms of new 
lending, with SARB data showing the growth in value of new residential loans granted having slowed to 1.3% year-
on-year, from 8.7% in the previous quarter, continuing a broad slowdown in growth since earlier in 2014. 

Looking forward, our expectations of some 
revival in new lending growth in the near term 
are not yet off the table. One of our key leading 
indicators of the near term future direction of 
new residential mortgage lending is our 
Residential Activity Rating from the FNB Estate 
Agent Survey, which we smooth with a 
statistical smoothing function for analytical 
purposes. This indicator can lead new 
residential mortgage lending growth trends by 
2-3 quarters, and was useful in pointing to the 
2009/10 mortgage lending growth resurgence 
as well as the 2nd more mild 2012-early-2014 
growth increase.  

More recently, through 2014, the Activity Rating growth rate accelerated mildly to a mini-peak of 5.3% in the 3rd 
quarter of last year, and we believe that this minor strengthening has yet to be seen in the form of some growth 
strengthening in new mortgage lending. 

However, any resultant strengthening in new residential mortgage lending growth that comes from a residential 
activity growth improvement late last year looks increasingly likely to be short lived and mild at best, with the 
Activity rating’s growth rate already having turned weaker in the 4th quarter of 2014 and the 1st quarter of this 
year. 

 In addition, that other important leading 
indicator, the SARB Leading Business Cycle 
Indicator, which correlates reasonably well to 
new mortgage lending much of the time, paints 
a gloomy picture. It, too, has experienced 2 
post-recession growth resurgences, the big one 
in 2009/10 and a more muted one in 2012/13, 
both of which preceded higher residential 
mortgage growth. 

Late in 2014, however, the best it could do for a 
revival was to show slightly less year-on-year 
decline than in the 1st half of last year, pointing 
to an economy really battling. 

While sharply lower oil prices have been 
expected to boost the economy somewhat, policy and structural constraints in the economy appear to be working 
strongly against this. On top of this, SA’s export commodity prices are also lower, constraining exports. 

Therefore, it appears increasingly likely that any near term residential mortgage growth revival may be to higher 
single-digit growth rates at best. 
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